
Sunflower
I had a picture in my mind
You and I in a field
Sunflowers forever
The future revealed
 
That’s the thing about the future
The past is further behind
Don’t ever wanna forget
I wanna erase time

 
I’m gonna pick a sunflower
I’m gonna bring it to you
Take it wherever you like
Whatever you do
  

It was hot summer morning
Bicycle country road
I let you ride on ahead
So I’d have farther to go
 
Now with winter approaching
I try to take it all in
I don’t wanna look back
Just wanna do it again
 

I’m gonna pick a sunflower
I’m gonna bring it to you
Take it wherever you like
Whatever you do

The Comeback
I was meditating on the interstate
the only road left out of town
I was thinking back to a big match
Where I let everybody down
 
I grew up and said it didn’t matter
I said there’s more to life than that
No matter how far I drive now
Something always brings me back
 
And if I pull off
To the side of the road
I can close my eyes
And watch it all unfold
 

And I’ve had visions of the 2nd coming ever
since I was a kid
I always kept an eye to the sky, always kept
my feelings hid
How could I go back into the locker room
after losing big like that
I just stood there wondering if I still believed
someone to come back

 
There’s no way to separate
What his dreams were from mine  
He left early without me
I was in the gym just crying

 
I was praying there was something
I could do to set it straight
Wrestling with the spirits
The bus on the interstate
 
I was just a kid
It’s all in the past
So how does it come back
In such a flash

And I’ve had visions of the 2nd coming ever
since I was a kid
I always kept an eye to the sky, always kept
my feelings hid
How could I go back into the locker room
after losing big like that
I just stood there wondering if I still believed
someone to come back

I heard the victory explosions
I heard the chorus of defeat
I got up off the mat
Nobody cheering’ for me

I’m Reaching, Lord
I been sitting here
considering the times
Looking for the difference
between what's yours and mine
I know the lines are blurred
I know it’s happened all before
I know it all 
But I’m reaching Lord
 
I found a door opening
I didn’t make it in time
Maybe it’ll open up
For someone next in line
Maybe the time has passed
Maybe there’s still time left to board
Maybe that’s why
I’m reaching Lord

Can we afford to pay attention
Can we do two things at once
Can we bring down 
What we try to rise above
I’m open to the ending 
Coming faster than before
I’m open to it all
But I’m still reaching, Lord

They brought me in for questioning
I did the best i could
They pounded on the table
Said ‘son, give up the goods’
They offered me no water
That bulb swung on its chord
Just above my head 



Oh I was reaching Lord 

I been reading Joy Harjo
I been reading Annie Proulx
I been doing anything 
That I can think to do
Anything to give myself
A light I can move toward
Anything at all
Oh I’m reaching Lord

Can we afford to pay attention
Can we do two things at once
Can we bring down 
What we try to rise above
I’m open to the ending 
Coming faster than before
I’m open to it all
But I’m still reaching, Lord

When it flashes in your heart
When you feel it welling up
When you feel that first spark
You know you’ll never get enough
When you look back to count 
What you couldn’t afford 
It’s all just so much
So I’m reaching Lord

I Know These Guys
I found myself wondering
How did it ever get so bad
I had to go and ask 
What did we ever really have
You can peel back the layers
You can look under the hood
Some people say you shouldn’t
Some people say you should
I been watching from afar
I’ve had to readjust my eyes
None of this is new
I know these guys

Try to find the distance
In the air between
Maybe it’ll come to you
It never came to me
We come from the same town
We had the same dreams
We wore the same white shirts
Wore the same blue jeans
Now some of us go to work
And some of us even wear ties
You might think we’re different
But I know these guys

I know these guys like the back of my hand
I used to be one of ‘em, I understand
But somewhere on the road, that angel made me
blind

And I saw clearly for the first time

Shouting from a pulpit
Flashing on their lights
Asking for your votes
Singing for you at night
Looking for their meaning
In whatever they fell into
Taking blame or credit
Whatever it takes to do
There’s only so much time on earth
You only get so many tries
I get it on the first take
I know these guys

Somewhere was a choice
Somewhere the path split in two
I thought we’d split up for a while
I thought meet up again soon
But the trees were too dense
The maps were no good
Soon it was a river
On different sides we stood
Everything gets tested
Everything gets tried
It takes one to know one
And me i know these guys

I know these guys like the back of my hand
I used to be one of ‘em, I understand
But somewhere on the road, that angel made me
blind
And I saw clearly for the first time

You can’t ever get too close
If you really wanna see 
It shows up when its ready
You get the faith you need
You get strong when it’s heavy
You get fast when they’re close
You get wise when you’re stumped
Kind when you need it most
You’ll get where you remember
You’ll start to realize
It’s been going on forever
It’s been going on forever
It’s been going on forever
You know these guys

Colorado
They say narrow is the gate
But I-70 is wide
She always held something back 
There’s always something to hide
I was a kid on the trail
When the storm came blown in
Now my children in the back
Hoping for one again
And even though she’s gone
I’m feeling closer than before



I’m going back to Colorado
To where my mother was born

I always say the same thing
I always read the same sign
You could say I been deaf
Might even say I been blind
Doesn’t change what happens
Doesn’t change what goes down
I learned it all in the city
But I come from a small town
I always thought the road was holy
I felt the spirit in the storms
I'm going back to Colorado
To where my mother was born

I never wanted to leave
I never wanted to stay
I liked things moving
Don’t know what else to say
I can circle round and round
But I end up coming back
Sometimes I feel so gentle
Sometimes i wanna attack
I got reasons to celebrate
I got reasons to mourn
I’m going back to Colorado
To where my mother was born

I still have the recordings
She spells the whole thing out
They say the faith don’t need evidence
But tell me about doubt
I can listen back for miles
I can hear it tuning in
If I can make out the words
Then i don’t listen again
What about the signs
The key to any door
I’m going back to Colorado
To where my mother was born

I think I got the message
In what was never said
That’s how I choose to see it
That’s how I move ahead
I can see it soon as Kansas
I hear it in the watch
I read it all in the bluestem
I carve out another notch
And as we come around the bend
The Rockies taller than before

Heavy Light
Well Easter’s coming, Mama
I wish you could see her dress
you mighta picked it out for her
It’s anybody’s guess
Things have gotten brighter
With a little bit of time

You’re still moving tree to tree
In the back of my mind

The furthest I ever got
I realized right away
It revealed itself to me
Like it had something new to say
Younger, I wouldn’t listen
Older, I wouldn’t care
The sun right through the keyhole
To show exactly where

It’s a heavy light
You pay the price
When you it see for the first time
It’s a heavy light

Do you remember when we slept
Beneath the stars in my truck
Do you remember how it felt
Like the very edge of love
Coulda been coming or going
No one could really tell
I can see it didn’t matter
Both were just as well

It’s a heavy light
You pay the price
When you it see for the first time
It’s a heavy light

I remember every win
I remember every loss
I remember the divide
That we held hands across
How I held you in my arms
When the memories were too strong
When the lies had truth outnumbered
And we had to write our song

Juniper
I got a hundred sheets of paper 
You drew a heart on every one
Like you’re practicing for something bigger
For something else to come
I think I’ve always known to expect it
I just never knew when
When it happens I wont wonder
If it’s the beginning or the end
And as you danced away
I became so sure
I couldn’t love you anymore
Than I do now, Juniper

I been strong and I’ve been weak
I’ve been found and I’ve been lost
I’ve been given more than I needed
I’ve paid less than it costs
I been trying to talk less
And when I do to tell no lies



And look for truth escaping
From the enemies’ eyes
Now I’m looking for the distance
Between the poison and the pure
It's gonna take me my whole life
Can you help me, Juniper

I watched you dancing in the kitchen
I saw your mother shed a tear
I saw it all laid out before me
Foolish dreams and petty fears
Do we try and win these battles
Or do we wait for the wars
I got no use for that kinda thinking
In my life anymore
I saw you stumble for a moment
Then you lept into the cure
There's healing in there somewhere
I just know it, Juniper

They don't tell you how to get there
No one’s ever drawn a map
You just watch the ones before ya
Try to dance around the traps
Try to sing over the bombs
Try to paint through the rubble
Try to carve out a shelter
Meditate through the trouble
And gather lights along the way
Bright enough to endure
May you always carry fire
May you always carry fire
May you always carry fire
My dear juniper

Bring a Little Light
Bring a little bit of light with you
There’s so many things that could come true
I been working up the courage to
Do the things i could never do

I can only hope it all works out
I can only beat back the doubt
Did you see that flash come down
Did you hear that spirit should

Bring a little bit of light with you
There’s so many things that could come true
I been working up the courage to
Do the things I could never do

It’s the spring all over again
If something’s new something had to end
No one here isn’t your friend
But no one here can tell you where to begin

Bring a little bit of light with you
There’s so many things that could come true
I been working up the courage to
Do the things I could never do

May This Song Stay In Your Heart
May you always have that field
May you always have that ball and glove
May you always know what’s running through your
veins
May you always feel my love
 

And may this song be in your heart
May this song be in your heart
May it only be the start
May this song stay in your heart

 
May you always see it straight
May you undo what I did wrong
May you see quicker than I ever did
What truth was all along
 

And may this song be in your heart
May this song be in your heart
May it only be the start
May this song stay in your heart

 
May you know how to be strong
May you know how to be weak
May you find the perfect balance
May you find the perfect swing
May you put in a good day’s work
When you don’t know what else to do
May you find some rock n’ roll
When the work day is through
 

And may this song be in your heart
May this song be in your heart
May it only be the start
May this song stay in your heart
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